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Welcome

Setting the Stage
- Minna EPPS | Director, Global Marine and Polar Programme, IUCN (Moderator)

Current Developments and Opportunities on Integrating NbS into Coastal Marine Management
- Helena VIEIRA | Director General of Maritime Policy, Ministry of the Sea, Portugal
- H.E. Amb. Cleopa MAILU | Permanent Representative of Kenya to the UN and other International Organizations in Geneva
- Arthur TUDA | Executive Secretary, Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA)
- Raphaêla LE GOUVELLO | Expert, IUCN CEM E-bAG & President, RespectOcean
- Yabanex BATISTA | Deputy Head of Fund Secretariat, Global Fund for Coral Reefs
- Abhishek GOYAL | Senior Technical Director, Standards, Gold Standard
- Nicolas PASCAL | Executive Director, Blue Finance
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- Stay tuned! To be announced during the event.
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Minna Epps, Director, IUCN Global Marine and Polar Programme
IUCN defines NbS as:
actions to protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address societal challenges (e.g. climate change, food and water security or natural disasters) effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and biodiversity benefits.
NbS potential to address our societal challenges

- Nature-based solutions
- Nature-derived solutions
- Nature-inspired solutions

Societal challenges

1. Economic feasibility
2. Design at scale
3. Biodiversity net gain
4. Inclusive governance
5. Balance trade-offs
6. Adaptive management
7. Mainstreaming for sustainability

“NbS are often described as ‘no-regret’ options, providing benefits to people in a range of scenarios.”
The Marseille Manifesto

NbS integrated throughout under three themes:

• Countering the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

• Halting biodiversity loss by committing to a transformative, effective, and ambitious post-2020 global biodiversity framework

• Confronting the risks and impacts of the climate emergency

Nature-based Solutions have a vitally important role to play in addressing both the causes and consequences of climate change.

The Marseille Manifesto accessible here: 
CGR-2021-1.6.2_Marseille_Manifesto_IUCN_World_Conervation_Congress_10_September_2021.pdf
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Nature-based Solutions for Building Resilience

11 October 2021 | 15.00 CEST
WHAT ELSE IS HAPPENING IN GENEVA?

EVENT | CINEMA
Wednesdays for the Planet | The Song of the Sperm Whale
06 OCT 2021 13:30
Online
GEN

EVENT | VIRTUAL
11 OCT 2021 15:00
Online | Webex

EVENT | VIRTUAL
25 OCT 2021 15:00
Online | Webex
Nature-based Solutions & the OCEAN
27 SEPTEMBER 2021 | 15.00 CEST
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